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1. INTRODUCTION 
The equivalence between programs is an essential concept in the mathematical theory 
of computation and programming. That a program is correct, that a program trans- 
formation (as considered by Burstall and Darlington [6]) p reserves the computed function 
can be formulated in terms of equivalence between programs. But this relation is very 
difficult to study for well-known theoretical reasons, Program schemes have been intro- 
duced to overcome these difficulties as much as possible. 
A program P is divided into a program scheme $ (i.e., a program where the domain of 
computation and the base functions are left unspecified and an interpretation I (i.e., the 
specification of a domain D, and a function fi = Dlk -+ D, for each k-ary base function 
symbol). We denote by+, the function computed by $ under I, i.e., the function computed 
by the program P. 
We consider pure-LISP-like recursive program schemes without assignments. The 
conditional if . . . then . . . else . .., usually considered as a piece of control structure, for 
instance in [l], can be considered as a base function. Hence, in the corresponding schemes, 
it will be replaced by the 3-adic function symbol h(..., . . . . . ..). (Formal definitions are 
given in Section 2.) 
Since the function symbols can be interpreted by arbitrary functions of correct arity the 
corresponding equivalence relation on schemes, namely (b = $’ iff $I = +; for every 
interpretation I, is very restrictive and does not help very much for the study of interesting 
equivalence between real programs. (See example 2.2 below.) 
In order to get more concrete results, we use the notion of a class of interpretations V; 
the associated equivalence between program schemes is then 
d =ud’ iff 4, = 4; for every I E V. 
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A similar concept has been introduced by other authors. In [6] a system is described which 
uses pairs of program schemes which are equivalent under conditions, i.e., with respect to a 
certain class of interpretations. In [7] a program scheme is given with a first-order formula 
(b, and one only considers interpretations which validate $. 
The order <, of an interpretation is extended to functions as usual and still denoted 
<I . We also define + <up 4’ iff C1 & 4; f or all 1 E V. Clearly + I-* 9’ if + <V 4’ and 
# G&e. 
Let # be a RPS (i.e., a recursive program scheme), let I be an interpretation and for 
each positive integer n let dl cn) be the approximation of #, which can be computed with at 
most n nested recursive calls. This function can be defined by a finite term (written with 
base function symbols only) which we denote by +tn). 
Let 4 and 4’ be RPS’s, let %? be a class of interpretations such that, 
tJn3mtJIEW, C’ dr 4;‘“‘, 
equivalently, 
Qn Elm, p f4 $%,; 
then, since $1 is the least upper bound of the @j’s, we obtain that 
(1) 
(21 
VIE%‘, $1 <I$; (3) 
or equivalently, 
9 GfP- (4) 
This situation precisely occurs when (4) is provable by induction on the computation 
[15]. An actual proof requires that, for every n, 
can be deduced from 
which may be technically difficult to prove. But the main point for us is whether (2) 
holds or not. 
A class V of interpretations is &g&&c if for every two RPS’s + and +‘, (4) implies (2). 
Hence, for an algebraic class of interpretations V, it is reasonable to search for proofs by 
induction on the computation. 
A relational class (i.e., the class of all interpretations which satisfy a given set of 
inequalities of the form t < t’ for finite terms t and t’) is a typical example of algebraic 
class (see [g-13]). 
Let us consider an example of a nonalgebraic class. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let GF? be the class of interpretations of the form 
I = <Q, G , i, P, , fi , hI , aI , bI) such that: 
(1) D, contains the truth values true, false; 
(2) p, is a continuous mapping: D, --+ { 1, true, false}, (see definition 2.1 below} 
and Vm, Pdf,Y4) f I; 
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(3) h,(x, y, z) = if x then y else z; 
(4) 3n E N such that m(f,“(aJ) = true. 
Let .Z be the following RI’S: 
One is easily convinced that 4 sy 6, that + cn) <:u b holds (and can be proved by induction 
on n) but b <g $cn) does not hold for any n. Hence 6 & 4 cannot be proved by induction 
on the computation. An ad hoc proof by induction on integer n of condition 4 above is 
possible but is not of great theoretical interest. 1 
It is often possible to prove a valid equation d1 = +; by an induction “on the domain.” 
If D, = LIne.v Or), it suffices to prove by induction on n that for all n E N, 
Vd, ,..., dk E DI”‘, d,(d, 3..., 4) = +X4 ,..., 4). 
This is called a structural induction in [5]. 
But such a proof is only valid for one interpretation. On the other hand, proofs by 
induction on the computation, which only use relations between base functions, are valid 
for every interpretation which satisfies those relations, and hence is of more general 
interest. 
Hence, in this approach, the relevant questions about a given family V of interpretations 
are 
(I) Is it algebraic ? 
(2) If it is, can we find some characterization of t Go: t’ (for finite terms t and t’) ? 
This characterization should be semidecidable if we want any application to program 
proofs. For example, a relational class V is algebraic, Z& is semidecidable and axiomatized 
by a formal system, but its negation is not semidecidable in general (since the word 
problem is undecidable). On the other hand, ~9 (where 22 is the class of discrete inter- 
pretations, see [3] and definition 2.2 below) is decidable, but no good characterization is 
yet known. 
This paper examines these questions for classes of interpretations defined by order 
theoretical and/or first-order logical conditions. 
Our main results are the following: 
1. The preorder < ,p associated with the class 9 of finite interpretations coincides 
with </ (/ is the class of all interpretations) and < (the syntactic ordering). 
2. The class ZP is algebraic and <B is decidable on M(F). An algorithm is provided 
{see also [3]). 
3. Classes of interpretations which are models of first-order theories have bounded 
increasing chains and are algebraic. They include the class 9(R) of discrete interpretations 
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which satisfy a certain set R of inequations between finite terms, and classes of inter- 
pretations usually used in schematology. 
4. The intersection of an algebraic class with a relational class is not necessarily 
algebraic. 
Preliminary versions of certain of these results can be found in [13, 3, and 91. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We review quickly some basic facts and fix our notations. More details can be found in 
[IO] or [ll]. 
Let F be a finite set of function symbols with arity (f E F has arity p( f ) 3 0) which 
contains a special symbol 52 of arity 0. Let V, = {vr ,..., Q} for k 3 1 and V = VK (for 
some fixed large enough K) be the set of variables. 
Let M(F, V) denote the set of finite well formed terms written on F u V according to 
arities. This set is ordered by <, the least order relation such that 
(1) 52 ( t for any t E M(F, V), 
(2) f (tl ,..., tk) <f (t; ,..., t;) if ti < t; for i = l,..., K. 
A recursive program scheme is a pair (Z, #r) consisting of a system of equations Z of the form 
z Ci(VI ,---, z’k,) = ti > 
! 1 <i<n, k, = P(#Ji>, ti E M(F ‘J @, Vkj), 
where @ = {$1 ,...,&} is the set of function variables, and a distinguished function 
variable +r is considered the “main program,” i.e., the function computed by Z with 
help of ~4 ,..., A as auxillary functions. 
To define the semantics we introduce the context-free tree grammar ,ZD associated with 
I=(see [IO, 11, 16]), 
& 
I 
Mv’l >..-> Vk,) = ti + Q, 
1 <i<n, 
and we take+,(v, ,..., vkl) as axiom, thenL(Zo , &) is the tree language generated. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Nivat [16]). L(.Z;, , &) is directed w.r.t. <. 
Let us recall that a subset A of D is directed w.r.t. some order relation < on D if 
Vd, d’ E A, 3d” E A, d < d” and d’ < d”. 
An element ofL(En , $r) is a finite term which represents an approximation of the function 
computed by (Z, +r). Lemma 2.1 means that every two approximations are compatible. 
We now define interpretations and semantics. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An interpretation I is an object I = (D1, &, 1, (fi)f.Fj (also 
called a complete ordered F-magma) such that 
571/17/3-g 
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(1) <I is a partial order on 01, (called the domain) with a least element 1 and 
I = sz,. 
(2) For each k-aryf E F, fi is an increasing mapping: DIk -+ D, . 
(3) Every directed subset d of D, has a least upper bound Sup(d). 
(4) Each fi is contifz~o~~, i.e., f,(Sup(d,) ,..., Sup&)) = Sup(f,(d, ,..., dk)) for 
directed A, ,..., A, C DI . 
Every t E M(F, V) clearly defines a function t,: Df -+ DI which is increasing and 
continuous. 
The function computed by (Z, &) in I is (2, &), also denoted by $il if there is no 
ambiguity, defined by 
h(4 ,.-., dK) = sup{t,(d, ,..., 4)/t EL(& $1)). 
This value does exist since the mapping t + t,(d, ,..., dK) is increasing and also by 
Lemma 2.1. 
This semantics coincides with the classical definition by fixed-points used for instance 
in Mimer [14]. See [IO, 161 for the proof. 
We now give an example of BPS and interpretation. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. The integers as an interpretation. Let N, be the ordered set (N u {I), 
C) where J- is a special symbol (not in N) and _C is the partial ordered defined by 
nCm iff n = 1 or 12 = m. 
Intuitively, the value of an object is undefined (i.e., is 1) or is completely known. 
A partial mapping 4: Nk -+ N will be considered as the increasing mapping 
+I: N,k + N, defined by r$&ri . . . . nk) = @zi . . . . &) if n, ,..., nk E N and q@, ,..., nk) is 
defined, 
= 1 otherwise. 
But dealing in general with increasing mappings N,” + N, instead of partial mappings 
Nk + N allows us to consider mappings which have a value, even if some of their 
arguments are undefined (see the example of the multiplication below). 
Let F = (p, m, t, z, a, b, 52) with p(p) = p(m) = p(t) = 2, p(x) = 3, p(a) = p(b) = 
p(Q) = 0. 
Then we make N, into an F-interpretation I by defining 
a, = 0, b, = 1, 
p,(n, n’) = n + n’ if n, 71’ # 1, 
=-L otherwise, 
m,(n, n’) = n - 12’ if n, n’ # 1 and n > n’, 
=I otherwise, 
tr(n, n’) = 0 if n = 0, 
=nXn’ if 12, n’ # 1, 
= I otherwise, 
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.z,(n, n’, d) = d if 12 E (1, 2, 3,...}, 
YzE n’ if 7t = 0, 
=I ifn = 1. 
Let .S(n, p) = xT:f i2 for 12, p E N. 
It can be computed by the recursive definition 
S(n, p) = ifp = 0 then n2 else n2 + S(n + 1, p - 1). 
.A corresponding recursive scheme is 
4h I 4 = 4v2 ! t(v, ) 47 PM% 9 ~1)~ 9YP(% ) 4, NV2 7 Uh 
But note that one could also use the following scheme, 
e(4 = %(% > c(t(% > a, PW(% 7 4>, W(f4>b 
with the interpretation ] = N, x N, (with the component-wise ordering, p, x p, for 
PJ , tl x tl for tJ , etc.). The new symbols z r , c, and f are interpreted as follows: 
cJ((nl 3 n2)) = h 7 0) for all n, , n2: , 
%J(h 1 n,), 24, 24’) = u if nr = 0, 
= u’ if 72, E (1, 2, 3 ,... ), 
= (I, 1) if n, = 1 (where u, u’ EN, x NJ, 
.fJb 1 3 @2) = (n, + 1, n2 - 1) if n,, n, E N and n2 > 1 
= (I, I> otherwise. 
Hence there is not a unique way to consider a recursive program as the pair of a RPS and 
an interpretation. This flexibility may be useful for practical purposes (see [6]). 1 
WTe now go back to definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An interpretation which is defined as N, by adding an undefined 
element to an unordered set is called a discrete interpretation. More precisely, an inter- 
pretation I is discrete if (D , , <,) satisfies the following: 
for all d, d’ E D, , d &d iff d = 1 or d = d’. 
We denote by 9 the class of all discrete interpretations (with respect to some ranked 
alphabet F). 
DEFINITIONS 2.3. Two RPS’s (2, +) and (Z’, 4’), are said to be strongly equivalent if 
$I = #J; for all interpretations I. 
Since function symbols can be interpreted by arbitrary continuous functions of correct 
arity, this equivalence is very restrictive. We do not know any pair of strongly equivalent 
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RPS’s which is practically interesting for program transformations (as in [6], for instance). 
So we shall relativize the equivalence of RPS’s to classes of interpretations. Let V be a class 
of interpretations, then (2, $) and (Z’,4’) are %-equivalent if Cr = $j for all I E ‘3. Similarly, 
we define %?-inclusion: + <q 41’ iff rjl <r 4; for all I E V and Gr also denotes the extension 
of <, to functions, namely f <I g iff f (dt ,..., C&J ,<,g(d, ,..., dk) for all dl ,..., dk E D, (and 
f, g: Qk + Q). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. The function S of Example 2.1 can also be defined by the following 
recursive program: 
S(n, p) = ifp = 0 then n2 else (n + p)” + S(n, p - 1) 
and the corresponding RPS, to be interpreted in N,: 
It is not difficult to see that C$ is not equivalent to I& But $I = $r for other interpretations 
than N, , (For instance, with the same domain, t may be arbitrarly interpreted and 4 
remains equivalent to #.) a 
The purpose of this paper is to study the relation <won RPS’s induced by a class of 
interpretations %‘. But some further conventions will simplify our formulation. 
1. We only consider RPS’s (Z, 4) such that p($) = 0. Hence q%[ is an element of D, 
and not a function. This is not a loss of generality. Let (2, 4) with p($) = k and let I be an 
interpretation. Add the new constants c1 ,..., ck to F, a new 0-ary function symbol +’ to @, 
the equation 4’ = +(ci ,..., ck) to 2. Instead of studying +I: DIk -+ DI we study 4; where J 
ranges over {(I, ciJ ,..., clc,)/ci, E DI}. 
2. We denote by Mm(F, I’) the set of “infinite well-formed terms.” They can be 
formally defined as least upper bounds of directed subsets of M(F, V) or, more intuitively, 
as infinite trees (see [ll, 19,201). 
EXAMPLE. The least upper bound of 
Ll = CQn,f(% > Q),f(v, ,f(dQ Q))!...> 
is 
/f\ 
211 
jf\ 
/g /f\ 
Vl g . . 
Vl 
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The ordering < on Mm(F, V) extends the ordering < on M(F, V) and satisfies the 
fundamental fact that 
T < T’ cs- Vt E M(F, V), t < T, 3’ E M(F, V), t’ < T’ s.t. t < t’. 
More details can be found in [ 11, 201. 
Hence by Lemma 2.1 there exists T(Z, +i) = Sup(L(E, &)) in M”(F, Y). The semantics 
of (2, +,) is completely defined by T(.Z, &. If p(& = 0 then T(Z, (6r) E M”(F). For 
simplicity we consider in this paper any element of M”(F) as defined by a RPS; i.e., we 
give definitions relative to arbitrary elements of Mm(F) and not to those which are 
associated with RPS’s. It can be remarked that there exist countably many RPS’s and 
countably many associated trees (termed algebraic in [S]) but uncountably many elements 
in M”(F) (provided F is not too small). 
Let us finally note that every T E Mm(F) has a value TI in interpretation I defined by 
T1 = Sup{t,/t E M(F) and t < T}. 
Families of Interpretations 
We call family or class of interpretations a class of interpretations in the sense of set- 
theory. 
Let ?? be a class of interpretations. For T, T’ E Mm(F) we define T Gup T’ iff T, 6, T; 
for all I E %, and T ---v T’ iff T <v T’ and T’ <% T. Hence (Z, $r) and (Z’, 4;) are 
e-equivalent iff T(Z, +1) =y T(Z’, 4;). A class % is aZgebraic (see [ 1 l] for a justification of 
the terminology) if for all t E M(F), and T’ E M”(F) then t Go T’, if and only if t & t’ 
for some t’ E M(F) such that t’ < T’. 
Let us first consider class J@ of all interpretations: this class contains M”(F) as an 
interpretation, called the Herbrand interpretation, which we denote by H. 
THEOREM 2.1 [I 1, lo]. For T, T’ E M”(F), T, = T and the following properties are 
equivalent: 
I. T< T’ (resp. T = T’), 
2. TH 6, T;I (resp. TH = Th), 
3. T GB T’ (resp. T =d T’). 
The class $ is algebraic. 1 
Let R be a (possibly infinite) subset of M(F, V) x M(F, V) and +ZR = {1/I is an inter- 
pretation and t, <, tj for all (t, t’) E R). For example, the class of interpretations such that 
some binary function is commutative is of that form. VR is called a reZationa2 cZass. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [l I]. Every relational class is alrgebraic. 
In this paper, we relate the properties of <up (and in particular the algebraicity of %) 
with the definition of %? by logical and/or order-theoretical conditions. 
The following proposition is an easy consequence of the definitions. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. If V and v’ are algebraic, V u V is algebraic. 
Proof. Let t \(lvo* T for t E M(F), T E M”(F) then t <v T hence t <u t, < T 
for some t, E M(F) since %? is algebraic. Similarly t <es t, < T. Let t, be the least upper 
bound of t, and t2 in M(F). Then t, < T, t, <<a t, . Hence t & t, . Similarly, t <V, t, 
hence t z&~~ t, . l 
Theorem 4.4 shows that V n v’ need not be algebraic. But Theorem 4.3 defines a class 
A? of algebraic families which is closed by intersection. 
3. SOME FAMILIES DEFINED BY ORDER-THEORETICAL CONDITIONS 
The family .9 of discrete interpretations (Definition 2.2) is typically defined by condi- 
tions on (D1 , <,). We consider in this section various classes % similarly defined, compare 
the associated <r , consider their algebraic&y, and finally, give an algorithm for deciding 
<s on il~2(F)~. With a partial order (D, <) we associate %?tG(D, <), the set of countable 
increasing sequences of elements of D, i.e., the set of 6 = (d,JnEN such that d,, < dl < -.- < 
d+, < . . . . For 6 E Vk(D, <) let 1 6 1 be the cardinal&y of {d, , dl ,..., d, ,... }. For an 
interpretation I, let VA(I) = %‘t$(D, , <,). 
We now define some families of interpretations. 
Let 9 be the family of finite interpretations (i.e., of interpretations with a finite domain). 
Let%?~={ITE//forall6E%?A(I),ISI <n+l)forn>l, 
em = Lb1 VT3 > 
VW = {I E $/for all 6 E %A(I), 1 6 I is finite}. 
Remarks 3.1. 9 = VI and the Cartesian product of n discrete interpretations belongs 
to gm (see example 2.2). 
We obtain the following strict hierarchy: 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let V be the class of interpretations, the domain of which is the set of 
subsets of some finite set, ordered by inclusion. Then V C VU . 
Consider the familiar algorithm for finding the nonterminals of a context-free grammar 
which generate a nonempty language. One usually searches for the least fixed point of 
where A ranges over P(N), the power set of N, the set of nonterminals of G, andjo is 
defined as A u {S E N/S -+G u u E (X u A)*) (X is the terminal alphabet). , 1 
Remark 3.2. For all T E Mm(F) and I E %‘,,, there exists t E M(F) such that t < T 
and t, = T1 . Hence, the value of a program can be obtained by a finite computation. This 
is not the case if one works with a functional domain (one cannot compute every value of a 
function in a finite amount of time) or even with real numbers (one can only compute an 
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approximation of 21/a). Our study of these families of interpretations uses the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An interpretation I is a s&interpretation of an interpretation I’, 
denoted I c I’ if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) D, c D,,; 
(2) for all d, d’ E D, , d <I d’ if and only if d <Is d’; 
(3) Q, = Q,,; 
(4) for every directed subset d of D, , Sup,(d) = Sup,(d); 
0 
(5) for f EF with p(f) = K and dl ,..., dk E D, , f,(dl ,..., dk) <,f f,* (4 ,..., dk) 
.e., fi <rf,fl if df > = 0). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A C M(F). A n interpretation I is an A-subinterpretation of I’, 
which is denoted I E* I’ if I E I’ and tl = t,, for every t E A. 
Let us give a concrete example of this concept. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let F be as in Example 2.1 and I = N, . Let J = Z, be the following 
discrete interpretation: 
D, =Zu{-LL 
p, , t, , a, , b, are defined as p, , t, , a, ,..., in Example 2.1, respectively. 
m,(n, n’) = n - 71’ if n, n’ # I, 
= -L otherwise, 
z,(n, n’, fz”) = n’ ifn#Iandn<O, 
= n” if n # 1 and n > 0, 
=I ifn = 1. 
In this definition < and > denote the usual ordering of Z. It is clear that N, c Z, . 
Furthermore N1 C, Z, if A = M ({a, 6, p, t, z)). 1 
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let I E I’ and T E Mm(F). Then T1 <,f T,, . 
We now state and prove a technical lemma about 5a , using the following definitions 
and notations: 
For A C M(F) and I E f, A, denotes (t$ E A}. 
For t E M(F), Sub(t) is the set of subterm of t which is inductively defined by 
Sub(f) = tf> if df > = 0, 
SuWt, ,..., tk)) = tf (h ,..., 0 u u Sub(h). 
l<i<k 
For A C M(F), Sub(A) = JJtpA Sub(t). 
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We finally introduce a technical definition: Let D be ordered by <; a subset D’ of D 
is agood subset of (D, <) if every U 2 D’ which is bounded in D has a least upper bound 
in (D’, <) which is also its least upper bound in (D, <). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be ajnite subset of M(F) such that 
(1) Sub(A)CAandQnA, 
and let I be an interpretation such that 
(2) A, is a good subset of (0, , <,). 
There exists a finite A-subinterpretation J of I which is minimal with respect to ~~ , i.e., 
J ~~ I’for all interpretation I’ such that I’ ~~ I. 
Proof. Let DJ = A, , QJ = Q, , and & is the restriction of Gr to D, . 
Since DJ is finite, for a directed A _C DJ , there exists d E d such that d = Sup,(d). 
Clearly d = Sup,(d) and condition (4) of Definition 3.1 is satisfied. Let us now define 
the fJ’s. 
For a nullary f E F let 
fi =f1 if fEA, 
= 1 otherwise. 
For a k-ary f EF and dl ,..., dk E DJ, let B be the set of t E A such that, for some 
t 1 ,***, t, E A the following holds: 
(i) t -=Kfh ,-, h), 
(ii) tnI < d, for n = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
It is clear that B, is bounded by f,(dl ,..., dk) hence we can define fJ(dl ,..., dk) = 
SupABJ andf (d .I 1 ,***, k ‘.I I d)<f(d 1 Y***, dk) by hypothesis (2). (Note that B always contains 
52.) The case of nullary f’s is a special case of this hypothesis but we have displayed it 
separately for purpose of clarity. We must show that the fJ’s are monotone. Let dl < 
d; ,..., $ < d; and B, B’ associated with (dl ,..., dk) and (di ,..., d;), respectively, as above. 
Obviously B _C B’ hence Sup,(B,) < Sup,(B;) andf,(d, ,..., dk) < fJ(d; ,..., di). Since DJ is 
is finite, continuity follows from monotonicity. Hence J is a finite interpretation. 
Conditions (5) of Definition 3.1 obviously hold; hence JC I. If tl ,..., t, E A, 
f(tl ,..., tk) E A, and tlI = tlJ = dl ,..., t,, = tkJ = dk then fJ(dl ,..., dk) = f,(dl ,..., dk). 
It follows that t, = tJ for all t E A by an obvious inductive argument. Hence J r, I. 
We now consider the minimality property of J. Let I’ ta I. Then D,, must contain 
A, = DJ . Let us verify condition (5) of Definition 3.1. Let dl ,..., dk E DJ, t, ,..., t, E A 
such that t,, < d, for n = I,..., k, and t E A such that t <f (tl ,..., tk). Then, 
t, = t,, since I’ ~~ I and t E A, 
< fr’(tut ,**a, tic,,), 
= f&l >*--’ tk,) since I’ E,., I and tl ,..., tk E A, 
< f,,(dl ,...’ dk>. 
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Hence fJ(4 ,..., &) which is the least upper bound of all such t,‘s is certainly less than 
f,@l ,-**, 4c). 
The other verifications are left to the reader. a 
Example 3.3 below will prove that Hypothesis (2) cannot be removed. 
Two families of interpretations %? and V’ are equivalent if GV and + are the same 
(denoted g * V). 
We denote V 5 %?’ if T <et T’ implies T & T’ for all T, T’ E M”(F). In particular 
9 + f (see example 3.4 below). 
THEOREM 3.1. FM %a - Vu w $. 
Proof. We denote M,(F) the set finite terms having no branch (in the tree representa- 
tion) longer than n. 
Since 9 C VW C $7, C $ we obtain 9 5 Q, ,< %?,,, 5 2. We need only prove that 
$ 5 9. Let t E M(F) and T’ E M”(F) such that t gY T’ hence tH 4 T;i and t x T’ 
by Theorem 2.1. 
Two cases can occur: 
(i) T’ is finite, T’ < t and T’ # t; 
(ii) for some t’ E M(F), t’ ( T’ and for no t” E M(F), t < t” and t’ < t”. 
Let A, = {t} in case (i) and A, = {t, t’} in case (ii). There exists an integer n such that 
A, C J&(F). It is fairly obvious that J&(F) is a good subset of (M(F), <). Let us take 
A = M,(F) (it is finite). 
Let H be the Herbrand interpretation of Theorem 2.1. Since u, = u for every u F M(F) 
the pair (A, H) verifies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2. Let J be the finite A-subinter- 
pretation of H. In case(i) we get TJ = T’ <J t, = t. In case (ii) we get t’ = tJ <, TJ = t” 
for some t” E A, such that t’ < t” but t { t”. Hence t, 4, TJ . In both cases we obtain 
t, gJ TJ for some J e 9 as desired. 1 
A different proof was given by J. C. Raoult (unpublished). This result shows that 
t <F t’ iff t < t’ for t and t’ E: M(F). For recursive program schemes + and +‘, 4 <,-+’ 
is undecidable since 4 & 4’ is, and 4 ~9 q5 ’ is equivalent to + sB 4’. This last decision 
problem is equivalent to the decision problem for DPDA’s, hence open (Courcelle [S]). 
Similar results hold for GQ, and & . w 
COROLLARY 3.1. Each of e V, , and Vu is algebraic. 
We now turn to discrete interpretations. We have already noted that z% & $, hence 
Theorem 3.1 cannot be extended to 9. For a family %’ and an integer m, we denote 
(&?‘l) = (1 E @/Card(D,) < m and Card({x E F,, u V/x, f I}) < m}. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let t E M(F) and m = / Sub(t)] + 1. Then for every T’ E Mm(F), t <a T 
$7 t <.9acm, T’. 
Proof. Assume that t < 9 T’. Let I E 5@ such that t, 6 T1 and A = Sub(t) u {Sz). 
Condition (2) of Lemma 3.2 is trivially verified since I is discrete hence we obtain an 
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A-subinterpretation J of I such that I DJ ) < m; it is discrete since it is a subinterpretation 
,of a discrete interpretation and J.=?@(m). Now tJ = tr and Ti < T; . If tJ < T; then 
tJ = t, < Ti which contradicts the initial assumption. Hence t 49,m, T’. On the other 
hand, t & T’ implies t <91m, T’. 4 
THEOREM 3.2. The family 9 is algebraic and t <a t’ is decidable for t, t’ E M(F). 
Proof. Given t and t’ E M(F), one can compute the integer m defined in Lemma 3.3 
and enumerate the finite class of finite interpretations 5P). For each I E 9(m) one can 
compute tr and t; and check for inequality. Hence t < ,9(m) t’ can be decided. The result 
of the test holds for t 69 t’ by Lemma 3.3. 
Let now T’ E M”(F) with t and m as before. Assume that t <a T’. For each I E B(m) 
there exists t(I) E M(F) such that t(‘) < 7” and T; = t:‘). The least upper bound t’ of 
{N/I E gem)} is finite since 5P) is finite, t’ < T’, and clearly t <s(“2) t’. By Lemma 3.3, 
.t Ga t’, and the algebraicity of 9 is established. 1 
Before giving a test for t <a t’ (for t, t’ E M(F)) we give an example showing that 
Lemma 3.2 does not extend to the classes %Ym and that Condition (2) of Lemma 3.2 can- 
not be simply removed. However, it follows from a result of [13] that the classes Vm are 
algebraic (see also Theorem 4.2, below) and that t GVp, t’ is decidable for t, t’ E M(F). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let F = {f, 9, a, b} with p(f) = 2, p(a) = p(b) = p(Q) = 0. Let I be 
the interpretation with domain D = { 1, (11,8, y,, , yI , y2}. The order < is represented by 
the Hasse diagram of Fig. 3.1(a). Let a, = LY, b, = /3, and letfi be defined by the table of 
Fig. 3.1(b) (where y means any of 3/o , y1 , yJ. Clearly, I E gs . Let A = {Q, a, b, f(Q, b), 
f(a, Q)}. For i = 1,2 let Ji be the interpretation with domain Di = {I, 01, /3, yi}, 
ordered by Gi = < r\ (Di x Di). Let a,< = 01, bJi = fi, and let fJi be defined by the 
table of Fig. 3.1(c). It is clear that J1 ~~ I and Jz 5A I. If J ~~ I and J is minimal with 
respect to ~~ then J &A J1 , J ~~ J2 and the domain of J must be {I, 01, /3}. But fJ(ar, j3) 
should be greater than both fJ(ol, 1) = [f(a, Sz)], = 01 and fJ(l, /3) = [f(Q, b)], = j?, 
but this cannot hold since 01 C /3 and /3 4 01. i 
By a crude argument we have shown in Theorem 3.2 that t \<g t’ is decidable for t, 
t’ E M(F). We now sketch a usable algorithm. 
Let t, t’ E M(F), and t Ga t’ is to be tested. Let A = Sub(t) U {Q} = {Q, aI ,..., a,}. 
A consequence of the proof of Lemma 3.3 is 
Fact 3.1. t & t’ if and only if t &A t’ where gA = {I E g/D1 = A, andIis minimal 
with respect to Ed}. 
The domain of any I E 9A can be described as the quotient-set A/=, (and u =, u’ if 
and only if u, = U; for u, u’ E M(F)). 
Fact 3.2. An equivalence relation E on A is --I for some 1~9~ if and only if it 
satisfies the following: 
(1) if biRci for i = l,..., K, f(b, ,..., bk) E A, and f(cl ,..., clc) E A, then 
f(h) . . . . b,) Rf(c, ,..., cd; 
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Cc) 
FIGURE 3.1 
6) 
(2) if cdlib, and c,‘Rbi for i = 1 
b’ <f(ci ,***, 
,..., k,ifb,b’~A, b,%‘Q, b’$Q,b<f(c, ,..., c,)and 
c;), then b E b’, where R is the binary relation on A defined by bRc if and 
OnlyifbEQorbEc. 
We denote by &A the set of such equivalence relations, 
Proof. These conditions are clearly necessary from the properties of discrete inter- 
pretations. To prove the sufficiency we construct I = IE from E. Let D, = A/E ordered 
by [c]~ <, [blE if and only if cRb. H ence 
We take 
S& is a discrete order with [Q], as least element. 
f,([b,] ,..., [b,]) = [b] if b <f (cr ,..., ck), for some b, c1 ,..., ck E A such that 
ci R b, for i = I,..., k, and b is not equivalent to Q. 
= [Q] otherwise. 
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Condition (2) implies that fi is well defined. It is clearly monotone (hence continuous). 
The minimality of I with respect to Ed is left to the reader. 1 
It is possible to reduce BA once more. 
Let E, E’ E b,; we define E Q E’ if E C E’ and [Q], = [Q],, , This means that IE. 
is obtained from IE by identifying certain elements of IE different from I. 
Clearly, for u, u’ E M(F), if E < E’ and uIE < u;, then uIE, < u;,,: there exists a 
homomorphism of interpretations, i.e., a continuous homomorphism of F-magmas (see 
PO, 111) 
CjkIE -+ I& and Ch,) = wE. . 
Let &Tin be the set of elements of &A which are minimal with respect to <. Let 
9 Amin : {I,/E E 8yn>. Hence, 
Fact 3.3. t & t’ if and only t &;in t’. We now show how to compute 9yn. 
Let B be a subset of A. Let E(B) be the least equivalence E (if any) on A such that: 
(i) [-Q],Y = B; 
(ii) if bi E bj for i = I,..., k, f (b, ,..., bk) E A and f (b; ,..., b;) E A, then 
f (b, ,..., bk) Ef(b; ,..., b;); 
(iii) if bi R b; for i = I,..., K, f (b, ,..., bk) E A and f (b; ,..., bk) E B, then 
f (b, ,..., h) E R 
(iv) if ci R bi and cl R bi for i = l,..., k, if b, b’ E A - B and b (f (cl ,..., cJ and 
b’ <f(cl t-.-t CL), then b E b’, and if b” = f(b, ,..., bk) E A then b” E b. 
It is not difficult to see that if there exists E satisfying conditions (i) to (iv) there exists a 
minimal one with respect to C (i.e., to < by condition (i)). This equivalence, denoted by 
E(B), can be constructed by successive applications of conditions (ii) and (iv). A failure 
occurs if an equivalence b E c is created for b E B and c E A - B (i.e., condition (i) is not 
satisfied), or if condition (iii) is not satisfied. This failure means that E(B) does not exist. 
If E(B) can be obtained, then E(B) E &A since under hypothesis (i), conditions (ii) to (iv) 
are equivalent to conditions (1) and (2) of fact 3.2. Hence E(B) E &Tin. The interpretation 
IE(n) can be obtained from E(B). Hence Byin = {1,&B C A}. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. An example will suggest a practical way of computing =9yin and some 
improvements. 
Let t = f (f (Q, f(x, Q)), Q), and t’ = f(Q, f(Q, f(f(x, Q), Q))). 
Let us take A = (Q, x, a, , a2 , t} with 
aI = f (x, Q), 
a2 = f 64 4, 
t = f (a2 , 9. 
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We arrange the different cases into a tree (see Fig. 3.2). Each branching represents an 
alternative for an element of A whether it is in B or not. Each rectangular box indicates 
the consequences of the previous choices via conditions (ii) and (iv) above (we use =s 
instead of E). As an example, x = Q and a, + 52 imply a2 = al and t = a, by condition 
(iv). And similarly, a, = u2 follows from x + Q, a, + s2, and u2 + Q. 
FIGURE 3.2 
To each leaf corresponds an element = of &yin and an interpretation I, E: 9y. Yote 
that if t G Sz, t f t’ will certainly hold in IE and there is nothing to do. In our example 
this case occurs at leaves 1, 3,4, and 6. Let us consider the two others. 
Leaf 2. The domain of IE is {[Q], [t]) = (1, CX}. The constant x has value L and 
jl, 1) = CY. Clearly the value oft’ is ol also. 
Leaf 7. The domain of I, is ([Q], [x], [a,]} = (1, 01, j3). The constant x has value 01, 
f(l, a) = 1, f(o!, I) = f(l, j?) = f(/3, 1) = p, and the other values off are defined 
by monotonicity. It follows that t’ has value ,% 
Hence we have shown that t z&;fn t’ and finally that t <9 t’. 
4. FIRST-ORDER CLASSES OF INTERPRETATIONS 
The family $ of all interpretations is the class of all models of a certain second-order 
theory. This is clear by the definition of an interpretation. In fact, second-order theories 
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are very powerful and define algebraic as well as nonalgebraic classes (see Proposition 4. I 
and [17]). We consider classes defined byfirst-order conditions. Let d be a set of first-order 
closed formulas on a set of function symbols including F and a set of predicate symbols 
including <. Let us define 
A%‘&(&) to be the class of models of J& (Schoenfield /18]), 
9&(d) = f n &&(A!), the class of interpretations which are models of &. 
Since $ is not first-order definable, EM! need not be A&(&‘) for any first-order 
theory &‘. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A class of interpretations V is first-order if % = AM!(&) for some 
first-order theory .M’. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. .9 is a first-order family. In fact, conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 2.1 
are first-order, Let .G$ be a (finite) set of first-order formulas expressing them. Let FD be 
the following closed formula, 
and JX?~ = Ss, u {FD>. It is fairly easy to prove that conditions (3) and (4) of Definition I 
are implied by X& hence 9 = ~Xod(&~). 
For a first-order theory ~2, let 9(d) = L2n &&A(&‘). Then C@(d) = dod(dU d’), 
and hence is a first-order class. 
Similarly, a closed formula F, can be constructed which expresses that every chain is of 
length n + 1 at most. It follows that g% = A?o~(&~ U {F,)). For a first-order theory & 
we also introduce gm(@‘) = V, n Y&r(&) = AH!(J& U {F,} U d). 
We now state three results. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every jut-order class of interpretations is of the form WJCQI) for some 
n E N and$rst-order theory &. 
THEOREM 4.2. A jirst-order class of interpretations is algebraic. 
These results should be contrasted with 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For a$rst-order theory &, JH~(szJ’) is not algebraic in general. 
We give first an example proving Proposition 4.1. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let F = {a, f} with p(a) = 0 and p(f) = I. 
Let JZZ consist of the following formula: V~[f(x) = x 3 a < x]. 
Let T = Sup(f”(Q)/n > 0} be the least solution of the equation x = f(x) in Mm(F) 
and V = Y&t(&). Then a G& T follows from JZZ’ since fi(T,) = T, in every inter- 
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pretation I E 9?. But there is no n E N such that a &f”(Q). To see that, it suffices to 
take I with D, = (1, 01, Jgr ,.,., pm ,..., UJ} ordered as follows: 
withfdl) =f&) = A , h(h) = Bc+~ ,fdw) = w, and aI = a. I 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let ‘3 = .M&(&) C f. It suffices to prove that V? C %n for 
some n. Let us assume the contrary and obtain a contradiction. 
There exists a sequence (I&r of elements of %? and for each n a mapping 0,: N + D,n 
such that 
1 = e,(o) < O,( 1) < “. i: 6,(n) 
and 
444 = &W for i 3 n 
(where < is the strict order of the interpretation I,). 
Let U be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on (1, 2,...} and I = n In/G the ultraproduct of 
wna1 associated with U. We prove that I is not an interpretation (0, is not complete) 
and obtain a contradiction since the class of models of a first-order theory is closed under 
ultraproducts. (See [2]). 
We briefly recall the definition of I = n 1,/U. Let I-J I, be the set of mappings 
p: (1, 2,...} --+ p[n>r D, such that p(i) E D,* for n >, 1. An equivalence relation with respect 
to Ii is defined by p & p’ (mod U) ‘f 1 an only if {i/p(i) = p’(i)} E U. The equivalence d 
class of p is denoted [plU and the domain D, of I is {[pIU/p E n In}. The ordering on D, is 
defined by [plU < [p’lr, if and only if {i/p(i) < p’(i)} E U. 
The mapping fI for a k-ary f E F is defined by 
fr(bllu ,...t bklU) = [PI” ) 
wherep(n) = f,,(pl(n),..., pr(n)) for n E (1, 2,...}. Let ([P,J~),+~ be the sequence of elements 
of D, associated with the mappings pm: (1, 2,...} + Uk DIk such that 
44 = W.4 for n>O, k>l. 
Let n < m. Then e,(n) < e,(m) for k > m. It follows that [&jr, <, [pm], , hence we 
have defined a strictly increasing sequence. 
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This sequence is bounded by [a] U , where 
V) = eJ44 for K>l 
since 
Paw = we < l?G) = WI for all n and K > n. 
Assume now that WV is the least upper bound of ([pn]U)n$O . Then 1 < p(K) < B,(K) 
for all k belonging to some A in U. For all K E A, let jle be the largest integer such that 
j, < K and tY,(j,) < p(K). Let also $(li) = 6$(jl,) so that [CL’] < [p] (cl’ can be arbitrarily 
defined outside of A). If we prove that [pn] < [CL’] for all n, we will prove that [p] is not 
the least upper bound of ([,J~]~)~>~ and obtain a contradiction as desired. If 
tk E 444 = 4d4 G u.h8 ti u, 
then 
B = -p E A/e,(n) > e,(j,)j E u. 
Now P9&+1@) = edn + 1) d P(h) f or all K in some A’ E U and O,(jk) < e,(n) < 
&(n + 1) < p.(K) if K E B n A’ n {K/k 3 n + l} (this set belongs to U hence is not 
empty) but this contradicts the definition ofjlc . Hence [pn] < [CLI], and the contradiction 
is obtained. 1 
We have shown in fact the following result of independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let SI? be a first-order theory all models of which are w-complete 
partial orders. Then J& k F, for some integer n. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. This proof is based on the compactness theorem for first-order 
logic. Let V = &!&(&‘) C $. A ssume that %? is not algebraic, that t’ E M(F) and 
T = Sup{&& = 0, l,...} E Mm(F) with t, < t, < t, < ‘.. < t, < ... such that: 
(1) t’ 6 T, 
(2) t’ $9 tn for each n. 
By (2), each of JZZ’ u {l(t’ ,< t,)} has a model 1, E V. In fact, 1, is a model of & u 
(l(t’ < to), l(t’ < tJ ,..., l(t’ < t,)} since for each i = 0 ,..., n, ti < t,; hence 
t;, < tile would imply tj, < tnl, . 
By the compactness theorem for first-order logic [18], 
AfT u {l(f < to), l(f < t1),..., 1(t' ,< tn>,.*.> 
has a model I. Hence I E J&‘xMz!(.G?‘) = V. By Theorem 4.1 and Remark 3.2 there exists n 
such that TI = [tJr . Hence t; < [t,J, by hypothesis (1). But this contradicts the 
definition of I. 1 
As a first application, we consider classes of discrete interpretations with interpreted 
conditionals. 
Let F contain a special triadic symbol h, special constants true and false, and a set of 
special functions called predicate symbols (p, p’, 4, q’, r, r’ are reserved for predicate 
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symbols). The domain D, of an interpretation I contains the truth values true, and false, 
which are assumed to be distinct and not 1. For simplicity we omit the subscript I. 
Let gcond be the class of discrete interpretations satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) true # Q and false # Sz and true #false; 
(2) VX[(X > true * x = true) and (x > false => x = false)]; 
(3) Vx, ,..., xk , [p(q ,..., xx) = .Q or p(zcr ,..., xlc) = true or p(~, ,..., x~) = fake] 
for each k-ary predicate p; 
(4) Vx, y, z [X # true and x #false 3 h(x, y, z) = ii?]; 
(5) Vx, y [h(true, x, y) = X, and h( false, x, y) = y]. 
Then gc,,nd is clearly first-order and we have 
COROLLARY 4.1. gcond isjrst-order and algebraic. 
In fact most papers on program schemes use only interpretations of g,?ond , with 
possibly some extra conditions. Let us take [l] as an example. A typical RPS is 
j(x) = ifp(x) then (if q(x) then f (x) else $(g(+(x)))) else x. 
An interpretation is some I = (D, p, , qr , fl , gI), where p, , qr are total functions: 
D -+ {true, false}, and fi , g, are total functions: D -+ D. We write the same scheme, 
544 = 4 PW, &7(4, f (49 +(g(w))), 4 
and take the discrete interpretation 
J = CD u LL, true,false), I, <, P,, qJ, fJ, gJ, b), 
where p,( 1) = p,(true) = pJfaZse> = I, 
P,(d) = PI(~) if dED, 
and similarly for q, , f, , g, . The function h, is defined by (4) and (5) above. Clearly, 
/ E gcond * The function dI (defined as in [l]) is related with $J by the following: 
&r,(d) = 4,(d) if $,(d) is defined, 
hr,(d) = I if d = 1 or $,(d) is undefined. 
We now consider discrete interpretations defined by relations. Let R C M(F, V) x 
M(F, V), and let %YR be the relational class associated with R as defined in Section 3. Let 
.9(R) = 9 n V, . Then B(R) = 9(dR) where z&, is the set of formulas 
vv, )..., v‘dt < fl 
for all (t, t’) E R. Similarly, let V,(R) = %Tn r\ 9, = 9?n(&R), 
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COROLLARY 4.2. For R C M(F, V)2, n E N, WJR) and 9(R) are algebraic. 
This partially answers a question of [12]. This result can be slightly extended. Let ~3 
be the least family of classes of interpretations which contains the relational classes (i.e., 
the %s’s), the first-order classes (i.e., the %?J&)‘s), and is closed by finite union and finite 
intersection. Then 
THEOREM 4.3. Every V E B is algebraic. 
Proof. Let 9? E 9. Then ‘37 = I& V, where each ‘ipi is the form 
vRxn %R, n "' n vRk n +?,&dl) n "- n vn,(dl). 
If 1 = 0 then ‘%?i = %?RIU...URk is algebraic (Proposition 1). If 2 > 1 then 5??* = 
%T R1u.-URe n %&% u *.* u SZ’~), where m = min{n, ,..., nl} hence 
‘i9i = sfrn(d~ u *-ud~ud~lu-~ud~~) 
and is algebraic by Theorem 4.2. By Proposition 2.2, V is algebraic. 1 
Intersection of Algebraic Classes 
It is known from [12] that the algebraicity of classes is not preserved under intersection. 
One could suspect that the algebraicity is preserved by intersection with a relational class 
vR since this holds in two cases: 
(1) %?R’ n %R = gRuR’ (algebraic by Proposition 2. l), 
(2) %,, n V, = %?JR) (algebraic by Corollary 4.2). 
This is not the case: 
THEOREM 4.4. There exists an algebraic class of discrete interpretations QZ and R = 
((t, t’)} such that V n GfR is not algebraic. 
Proof. Let F = (f, g, a, b, ,n>, with p(f) = 2, p(g) = 1, p(a) = p(b) = 0. Let & be the 
set of first-order formulas consisting of: 
F,: b # Q; 
F,: g(Q) = G’; 
F,,,:g”(a) # .Q for n = 0, 1, 2 ,...; 
F,: ‘&lf(Q, X) = Q]; 
F,: VA@ # 8 * f(x, b) # Q]. 
Let 9s = 9(d), and % = {I E BJlf(g”(a), a)], # I for some integer n}. 
The proof uses the following lemma which is proved later: 
LEMMA 4.1. gf%g,,. 
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This means that <+r and <go are the same. Hence the class 9,-, is algebraic by Theorem 
4.2, and so is V. Let R = {(f(s , b), b)} and ‘3” = V n 59, . Hence v’ is the class of 
interpretations I of V satisfying 
R:VdeD,, f,M b,) d 6, t 
which we will refer to in the sequel as condition R. We claim that 9 is not algebraic. Let 
T = T(Z’, $) where Z is the following scheme: 
Hence T = Supn(tn), where t, is 
{- 1 occurrences off 
A 
a 
/ \\\ 
/g ,*\ 
n 
a 
\\. ,g **. 
g s \ 
a 
a 
72 occurrences of g. 
Technically, we define 
t n.n = f k”G4 Q) for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
and 
t n.vn = f ww hLm+l) for 0 < m < n. 
Hence t, = tn.” . 
Let I E v’ and n such that [t,,,lI f j-. S ince I is discrete, f(g"(a), b), = [t,J, , and 
the common value is b, by condition R. By F4 and F, , [tn,+Jr f 1, and the value must 
be b, by condition R again. By the same argument, we get that 
6, = I-tn.n-Jr = [tn,n--Ill = ... = [&,I,. 
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Hence b =4p’ T. If v’ is algebraic, there exists an integer m such that b + t,, . Let 
n > m, and let I be the following discrete interpretation: 
I = <Q 6, I,f,g,...h 
D = <I, %, al , 012 ,..., 01%) B>, 
aI = a0 , 
b, = P, 
g,(l) = g,(P) = I, 
&i> = %fl if 0 < i < 71, 
d%> = % ? 
f,(d d’) = B if d = cy, or if d # 1 and d’ = j3, 
= 1 otherwise. 
A straightforward verification shows that I E v’. In particular t,,,, = j?, but [tm,& = 
I. Hence [tm.m-llI = f(g+l(a), t,,&, =./Ida,,-, , I) = I, and similarly Pm.m-J, =
Pm.m--211 = *** = [tmso], = I. Hence b, 6 [t,J, and b Cup’ tm: this shows that v’ isnot 
algebraic. 1 
Before starting the proof of Lemma 4.1, we describe a construction on interpretations 
which has been introduced in [3]. We redefine it in order to have a self-contained proof. 
Let I E go . We associate with I a discrete interpretation J which is defined as follows 
D., = {(d, t) E D1 x M(F)/t, = d}, 
IJ = <I, J-a, 
aJ = <a,, a>, b, = <b, , b), 
g,(<d, t>) = <I, Q> if g,(d) = I, 
= <g,(d), g(t)> otherwise, 
.h(<dl, t,>, (4 9 tz>) = (1, Gn> if fi(4 ,4) = I, 
= <fiM 7 11, f @I > J42)) if f&4 , 1) f I 
= OX4 > 4, f (tl, tJ> otherwise. 
The interpretation J is in fact the 9%free interpretation associated with I of [3]. We 
denote it here by F(1). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let t E M(F). 
(1) There exists t’ E M(F) such that 
(a) tJ = ct, > t’>, 
(P) t, = t; 9 
(Y) t’ < t; 
(2) tJ = lJ if and only if t, = 1,; 
(3) tJ = gn(u)J ifand only ;ft = g”(a). 
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Proof. We prove (1) by induction on t. If t E {Q, a, b} then (a), (/I), and (y) follow 
from the definition of J. Assume now that t = g(u). If gl(u,) = 1, then tJ = (1, Q), 
this case is trivial. If g,(q) = t, # 1, then u1 f I1 by condition F, and uJ = (u, , u’) 
with u’ < u and u; = u, . Then tJ = (g,(q), g(u’)) and (a), (/3), and (y) are satisfied. 
If t = f (ul , up) the proof is similar. 
(2) The only if direction is obvious. The other one follows from the definition of J 
and (1). 
(3) If tJ = g”(a)J = (g”(a), , g”(a)) then gn(a) < t by (l), and this implies 
g”(a) = t. 4 
I,EMMA 4.3. The interpretation J belongs to 9,, . If I E Y? then J E 55’. 
Proof. We only verify F, . If (d, u) ED, - {(I, Q)}then f,(d, b,) = d’ $1 _L, since 
I E gO Then 6, = (6, , b) and fJ((d, u), b,) = (d’, f (u, Sz)) if f,(d, 1) f: _L (hence 
f,(d, I) --= d’) 
= (d’, f (u, 0 otherwise 
by our definition of J. 
If f (g”(a), Q), = d # I,, then f (g”(a), Q), = (d,f (g”(a), -Q)> f C-L, Q). Hence, 
if IE%? then JE%?. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. To prove that G9, and <w coincide on Mm(F), we need only 
prove that for all t E M(F) and T’ E Ma(F), t & T’ iff t Ga T’. Since V C 9,,, the if 
direction is trivial. We prove that if t, +Z Tj for some I EzG~~‘, then t, Q T; for some 
J E %?‘, which completes the proof. 
First Case. t, = d f 1, and T; = t; = d’ $ (1, d} for some t’ < T’. Let n be a 
positive integer such that g”(a) is not a subterm of t or t’. Let I’ = .9(I), and let J == I(n) 
be the discrete interpretation defined as follows: 
D, = D,, , 
-LJ == I,, > a, = a,, , b, = b,, , g, = gl’ > 
fXd1 7 d,) = f,,(d, , dd if 4 # g”(+ , 
= S if dl = g”(a),, , where 6 is some fixed element of DJ - {( 1, Q\]. 
The verification that fJ is increasing w.r.t. the discrete ordering is left to the reader. 
It suffices to prove that J is a discrete interpretation. Furthermore, JEW,, . We only 
verify that F, is satisfied, the other verifications being similar. Let dl E DJ - {J-.,}. If 
4 -= p(a),, thenf,(d, , b,) = 6 # IJ . If dl # g”(4, thenfAd, , b,) =fd4 , b,) f 1~ 
since r E SO . Clearly f (g”(a), 9, = fXg?(a,), I) = fAgXa,/), I) = 6 f iJ * 
hence JE%?. 
Finally we prove that tJ # 1 and t; # t, . 
Let u E M(F) such that 
(1) for every subterm u’ of u, u;, # g”(u),, . An easy inductive argument shows that 
UJ := U,’ . By Lemma 4.2, u;, = g”(a)l- , if and only if u’ = g%(a), hence by our choice of 
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n, t, = tp and t; = t;, . From the initial assumption that tr # t; , we get t,, # t;, and 
t, # t; . Similarly, t, # 1 implies tl* # 1 and tJ # I. The same holds for t’. Hence 
t, C TJ. Q.E.D. 
Second Case. Let 1~ 9,, such that t, # I and t; = 1 for all t’ E M(F) such that 
t’ < T’. We aim to define J E V such that tJ $ TJ . Choose an integer n such that gn(a) 
is not a subterm of t. Let I(n) be associated with I and n as in the first case. If tjtnj = 1 for 
every t’ < T’, then we can take J = I(n), and we are done since t,(,) # J- as in the first 
case. Otherwise, if tj(,) # J- for some t’ < T’, let us take J = 9(1(n)). This interpreta- 
tion belongs to V since I(n) E V and by Lemma 4.3. Clearly, tJ + J- and ti # I. Let us 
prove that tJ # t;. Assume that tJ = ti = (d, u) for some d E D,(,J and UEM(F). By Lemma 
4.2, u < t and u has no subterm of the formgn(a) by our choice of n. Hence u,(,) = u,’ . 
Also u < t’ and ti = 1. This implies u1 = 1 and u,’ = 1 (since I’ = P(1)). Hence 
d = u,cn) = 1 by Lemma 4.2 again, but d = tI(,) and we get a contradiction since 
t,(,) # 1, by the proof of the first case. Hence we have proved that t, C T; . 1 
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